
Doc for #dotastro hack day idea for astro games

Goal: create a game that is fun and at least vaguely informative/educational. Make it easy to 
share on social networks. Needs a punny/sassy name that makes it sound interesting and fun. 
Make it go VIRAL!

Skills needed besides programming (for people who don’t know the tools/language):
- Art/music/design?
- Ideas for mechanic, visuals
- Testing -- multiple browsers/OSs/devices
- UI design
- Copy for a possible backstory for the game?

Tools:
- Option 1. HTML5/JavaScript web app, using Canvas for graphics and animation. A 

possible starting template here: https://github.com/stefano-meschiari/dotastro-game. 
Quick option to make it public: Heroku behind Cloudflare?

- Option 2. As above, using three.js for animated 3D graphics instead.
- More?

Possible themes:

● exoplanet detection - given data (light curve and RV curve), create a system that 
matches the data

○ levels could be just transit, with fixed star mass, planet mass, then can have RV, 
star mass and age are adjustable, multiple planets, eccentricity or inclination are 
non-zero, planet mass and/or composition can be adjusted

○ first levels could start by only letting you change a single parameter (e.g. 
distance); other parameters could be added in later levels?

○ Stuart - use planet hunters data
● “Hot or Not” -- place a planet in orbit around stars w/ different spectral classes, or binary 

systems, and try to be in the habitable zone / at the right temperature for at least X% of 
the orbit. “Scream” when people inhabiting the planet die, ala Crush the Castle.

● Philae landing
● VR-based game?
● Add asteroids in a co-rotating frame to Earth; game ends when a collision happens; 

more asteroids -> more points. Be able to switch between inertial and corotating frames.
● Stellar evolution- match a stars age, mass, metallicity to solve puzzle, have the right 

radius or temp 
● Solve a galaxy - given data (rotation curves, magnitudes in various wavelengths, 

morphology) , make that matching galaxy but triggering star formation, adding a 
supermassive black hole at the center, merge in other smaller galaxies, trigger 
supernovas, etc

https://github.com/stefano-meschiari/dotastro-game


● Flappy bird - different g and atmospheric drag
○ http://blog.lessmilk.com/how-to-make-flappy-bird-in-html5-1/

Possible names for the transit game:
freeze or burn
Super Planet Hunter
Exosystem Maker
Trippy Transit Tinkerer (1 vote!)
New Worlds
Save the Aliens!
Alien Home
Alien Planet
Alien Worlds
Future Earths
Rapid Transit
Chicago Transit Authority

Level 1

1. Sun
a. Earth

2. M dwarf: 0.4 Rsun, 0.4Msun
a. Earth: 1 REarth, 0.1AU
b. M dwarf planets: http://astrobites.org/2013/02/14/the-frequency-of-habitable-

planets-around-m-dwarfs/
3. A dwarf: 2.4 Rsun, 2 Msun

a. Neptune: 3.8 REarth, 8AU
4. K dwarf: 0.8 Rsun, 0.8Msun

a. super Earth: 1.5 REarth, 0.5AU
5. Sun

a. Neptune: 6 REarth, 4AU

Level 2

1. K dwarf
a. super Earth: 2 REarth, 1AU
b. Jupiter: 10 REarth, 5 AU

2. Sun

http://blog.lessmilk.com/how-to-make-flappy-bird-in-html5-1/
http://astrobites.org/2013/02/14/the-frequency-of-habitable-planets-around-m-dwarfs/
http://astrobites.org/2013/02/14/the-frequency-of-habitable-planets-around-m-dwarfs/


a. 10b: 1.4 REarth, 0.016 AU
b. 10c: 2.2 REarth, 0.24 AU
c. Kepler 10 http://astrobites.org/2014/06/06/kepler-10c-a-huge-rocky-exoplanet/

3. Sun
a. b: 1 REarth, 4 months
b. c: 2 REarth, 8 months

4. A dwarf
a. b: 5 REarth, 5AU
b. c: 10 REarth, 10AU
c. d: 8 REarth, 13 AU

5. M dwarf
a. 1 REarth, 0.05 AU
b. 2 REarth, 0.12 AU
c. 2.8 REarth, 0.2 AU
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